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Keynote Title

AI 2.0-Enabled Next Generation Intelligence of Things (IoT)
Abstract:
The last decade was about connectivity, and we describe that dynamic with the Internet of
Things. This decade is really about adding intelligence to different devices, services, etc. We
have been confronted with a new IoT-The intelligence of things. Meanwhile, the future of
Intelligence of Things and AI encompasses advanced cognitive methods capable of doing what
ordinary machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) systems cannot attain easily or attain
at all in parallel and distributed systems architectures for Smart City. Artificial intelligence 2.0
(A1 2.0) ushers in the combination of sustainable Industrial internet of things and Intelligence
of Things (AI/IoT). It means that AI/IoT will in the near future logically and effortlessly
interrelate with human experts and operators, providing them with articulate clarifications and

answers, even at the edge of the network or in robotic devices and navigation. This talk shall
cover the exploration of IoT cooperation, navigation at highest form autonomous automation
navigation, wireless sensor network, internet of things and Cloud integration and security
approach.

